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Abstract
We argue for the presence of a Z
2
topological structure in the space of static
gauge-Higgs eld congurations of SU(2n) and SO(2n) Yang-Mills theories.
We rigorously prove the existence of a Z
2
homotopy group of mappings from







respectively. As a consequence, in the symmetric phase of these theories, there
exist odd-parity static and unstable gauge-higgs eld
congurations which divide into two disconnected sectors with integer
Chern-Simons numbers n and n + 1=2 respectively. Moreover this structure
indicates that in their Higgs phase these theories possess a hierarchy of odd-
parity saddle point solutions to the eld equations corresponding to a sequence
of spontaneous symmetry breaking mass scales.
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The electroweak interactions of quarks and leptons are well described by a gauge




(1) of isospin (I) and hypercharge (Y ) spontaneously broken
to U
em
(1) of electromagnetism. It is a theory of the Yang-Mills SU(N) type. As a
consequence the vacuum has a nontrivial periodic structure [1]. The distinct ground
states are labeled by integer values of the Chern-Simons number (CS) of the three
dimensional (spatial component) SU(N) gauge eld W
i
; with the index i = 1; 2; 3
corresponding to spatial directions in the four dimensional Minkowski space. The

















is a 3-dimensional disk. This structure follows from the topological prop-
erty that 
3
(SU(N)) = Z [1].
The height of the potential barrier between the adjacent vacua is arbitrary for
an unbroken SU(N) gauge theory. Quantum tunneling is induced by instantons,
nite action solutions to the 4-d Euclidean equations of motion. Large (small) size
instantons transverse low (high) barriers respectively. In the case of a spontaneously
broken SU(N) theory the height of the barrier is xed and is roughly proportional
to the mass scale of the theory M
w
= ( = gauge coupling constant, and M
w
is a
mass of the vector bosons). Quantum tunneling through instantons is exponentially
suppressed by their nite action [2]. More specically for a chiral theory such as the
electroweak Weinberg-Salam model Baryon number is violated through the chiral
anomaly. A change in Chern-Simons number through transitions between dierent
vacua results in a change of the net Baryon number.
While at zero temperature B-violating transitions are exponentially suppressed
at suciently high temperature T M
w
= it has been argued [3] that they become
quite rapid as they are dominated by a static, nite energy unstable solution to
the electroweak equations of motion, the sphaleron. This is because at precisely
this temperature range M
w
< T < M
w
= the sphaleron conguration is a saddle
point on the energy surface, located at the highest point of a continuous set of
static congurations that interpolates between the topologically distinct vacua with
CS = n; n + 1(n 2 Z) and has CS = n + 1=2. In thermal equilibrium and at




= the probability of forming a coherent sphaleron in






Though the sphaleron conguration in the standard electroweak theory is homo-
topically trivial because of 
2
(SU(2)) = 0, the existence of saddle point solutions
in spontaneously broken gauge theories is a consequence of a nontrivial topological
structure in their conguration space

. This, in turn, is a reection of their non-
trivial periodic vacuum structure. It was in fact rigorously argued that saddle point

Conguration space is hereby taken to be the space of all static, nite energy 3-dim. congu-




solutions must be a consequence of the existence of noncontractible loops in the
bosonic sector of SU(2) Yang-Mills theories [5] such as in the classical Weinberg-
Salam model. Transitions across such sphaleron-like saddle points are accompanied
by fermion level crossing. A crucial condition for the existence of saddle point solu-
tions with CS = 1=2 is the presence of a mass scale, or equivalently of a mass gap
in the subspace of congurations with CS = n + 1=2 which is introduced through
the Higgs mechanism. This very condition is somewhat restrictive and hints to a
conceptual gap as we will argue shortly.
Indeed in a nonabelian pure SU(2) gauge theory with no such mass scale (M
w
!
0); and in the absence of a saddle point sphaleron solution it is unclear which nite
energy static congurations with CS = 1=2 characterize the nontrivial topological
structure of its conguration space. The latter is of course expected to be present
and reect the existence of a periodic vacuum. In the context of the electroweak
theory it is unknown which are the sphaleron-like congurations which lie deep in
its high temperature symmetric phase and mediate unsuppressed baryon violating
thermal transitions. We have previously addressed this question in the context of the
SU(2)  U(1) Weinberg-Salam model [8]. There we observed that the electroweak
sphaleron is odd under parity reection symmetry with an odd pure gauge behavior
at innity. This was sucient for it to possess a CS = 1=2 and a single fermionic zero
mode. Moreover we showed that the number of fermionic zero modes modulo 2 in
the background of gauge and Higgs static congurations odd under a properly parity
is a topological invariant which is determined by the parity properties of the pure
gauge behavior at spatial innity. Congurations with even pure gauge behavior
possess a CS = n and an even number of fermionic zero modes. The ones with odd
pure gauge behavior at innity have a CS = n+1=2 and an odd number of fermion
zero modes mediating level crossing. We pointed out that the above classication











] = Z + Z
2
in the conguration space of gauge elds (for a
strict mathematical treatment of these statements see next section).
In our present study we will provide rigorous proofs for the existence of such
nontrivial groups of mappings. We will do it for the most general case of SU(N)
and SO(N) Lie groups. For the case of N = even; (N = 2n) we will establish the
existence of a nontrivial two element (Z
2























. Moreover we will argue that the presence of a U(1) factor
in a product group of the type SU(2n)  U(1) preserves such a Z
2
structure. As
our arguments are based on abstract topological properties of Lie groups they are
completely general. More specically for the case of the electroweak theory they
demonstrate rigorously the existence of a Z
2
structure in its conguration space of
static, nite energy gauge-higgs elds which are odd under a properly dened parity.
Such a structure provides us with a novel top-bottom argument for the existence of
sphalerons and their nontrivial deformations such as vortex loops. As such it does
not depend on the existence of any mass scale in the theory and therefor characterizes
3
its complete conguration space. Our arguments identify SU(2n),SO(2n) and E
7
as
the gauge groups which admit an identical Z
2
homotopy group of mappings. As such
they point to the the existence of a hierarchy of sphaleron saddle point solutions.
These must be associated with mass scales and gauge groups beyond the ones of the
standard electroweak model. Such a sphaleron hierarchy may for example arise in
grand unied theories[13].
The paper is organized as follows:
in section 1 we summarize our physical arguments for the existence of a Z
2
struc-
ture in a pure SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. They mean to physically motivate our











] = Z; where Z in the
r.h.s. of the latter acts as a double covering of Z on the space of odd-parity gauge
eld congurations. Such a properly understood double covered Z group can be
interpreted from a physical point of view as Z+Z
2
which agrees with the statement
of ref.[8]. In section 3 we show that the presence of a U(1) factor group does not
aect the Z
2






. We close with
some nal comments with regard to the physical implications of the presence of a
Z
2




structure of an SU(2) Conguration Space
We start with the observation that our familiar static sphaleron conguration has
an odd-parity gauge eld everywhere in space. By imposing the same property on
all its possible deformations (they may not be solutions) we nd two topologically
distinct sectors of congurations that depend on the (even-odd) parity properties of
their pure gauge behaviour at spatial innity.
We hereby give a summary of our arguments. The Chern-Simons number (CS)
for the SU(2) weak sphaleron is dened as the functional CS(W
0
) which is given by
CS(W
0



























; k = 1; 2; 3: (2.2)
and S
WZW

















































to be an SU(2) group element which is smooth everywhere and coincides
with U
sph
at spatial innity. It is easy to see that CS(W ) = 0 due to the oddness
of W under parity reections. Therefore the behavior of U
0





disk determines the value of CS(W
0
) and makes it equal to 1=2 + n (n is an

















) = 1=2: There are two ingredients necessary for the result CS(W
0
) =
1=2. Firstly from eq.(2.1) it is necessary that CS(W ) = 0 which the case as the










) = 1=2 in eq.(2.3). Indeed
for the choice of an even U
0
















there exists a nontrivial Z
2
homotopic classication in the space of 3-dim. odd-
parity gauge elds. It should be noted that the statement of oddity of a gauge
eld conguration under parity reections is certainly not a gauge invariant one.
For our arguments to be meaningful though it suces that there exists a gauge in
which this is true. As such among the spatially odd gauge elds the ones with odd
U elds have CS = 1=2 and the ones with even U elds possess CS = 0. It was
pointed out that this classication is a consequence of the existence of a nontrivial



















. Consequently there exists odd parity SU(2) gauge elds which split into two
topologically disconnected classes. It is not possible to get from one to the other
continuously through odd-parity gauge eld congurations.











where the group elementU
n












with  being a constant parameter and n an integer. Vacuum congurations are
associated with the dierent Chern-Simons numbers given by n: Such a classication
is a manifestation of the non-triviality of the homotopic group 
3
(SU(2)) = Z:
The group element U
n
is a constant matrix at innity and hence it corresponds to




: In turn by taking into consideration the group






the relevant homotopy group is in this case [RP
3
; SO(3)] = Z + Z
2
It is worth
noticing that this statement seems to be dierent from that which appears in the
strict mathematical framework in next section where this homotopy group is shown
to be Z: However this Z group is shown there to be double covered and can be
understood as given above on the physical grounds.
A common feature of all odd-parity, even-U congurations is that they have
an integer valued Chern-Simons functional. Indeed similarly with the case of the
sphaleron we can make a nonsingular gauge rotation so that we remove the gauge
eld at innity. The Wess-Zumino-Witten functional would give us a Chern-Simons
number for the gauge eld conguration. It is easy to see that the value of S
WZW
(U)
is invariant under even-parity smooth deformations of the U eld at innity. Indeed

















Since the variation of the group element on the surface S
2
is odd under parity and
its value depends only on the values of the elds at the boundary we immediately
conclude that the present variation of the Wess-Zumino-Wess functional equals zero.






































The third term in the left hand side of this equation equals zero due to the odd parity
of the integrand at innity. Hence we see that the Wess-Zumino-Witten functional
acts as a homomorphism from the group of maps U to a discrete subgroup of the
group of real numbers which is obviously isomorphic to Z: As we argued before
the even-U (at innity) group element is contractible to the vacuum. In turn as
it is well known that the vacuum can have any integer value of the Chern-Simons
number we conclude that even-parity U -elds are indeed classied by Z: Thus all
odd-parity even-U gauge elds split into an innite set of disconnected equivalence
classes which are labeled by integer values of their Chern-Simons numbers.
Let us now consider odd-parity odd-U gauge elds. A similar argument shows
that the value of the Chern-Simons functional is a topological invariant while the
Wess-Zumino-Witten functional maps the odd-parity U elds to a discrete subgroup
of the group of real numbers according to eq.(2.10). On the other hand a product of




is even under parity. By taking also into
account that the sphaleron has S
WZW
(U) = 1=2 we conclude that the odd-parity
odd-U gauge elds have half-integer values of the Wess-Zumino-Wess functional and
hence are classied by n+1=2 (n 2 Z) while these equivalence classes are themselves
topologically disconnected one from the other for dierent values of n:
Thus we see that the Chern-Simons functional plays the role of a topological
charge: it takes values in Z for even-U and in Z +1=2 for odd-U elds respectively.
An immediate implication of such a topological index for the fermionic spectrum








) in an external odd-parity gauge eld A
i
: Its non-zero eigenvalues
are paired up (; ). Hence when the external eld varies continuously the num-
ber of zero modes of the Dirac operator is invariant modulo 2. For the sphaleron
background this topological invariant is equal to one while for the vacuum its value
is zero. This means that it is not possible to get to the vacuum from the sphaleron
conguration continuously through odd-parity gauge eld congurations.
From the above considerations we conclude that in the presence of an odd-parity
external gauge eld the number of fermionic zero modes is 0 mod 2 for even-U and
1 mod 2 for odd-U congurations.
In ref.[11] we extended such a classication to the gauge eld congurations
which are odd under a generalized parity reection symmetry. This property means
an oddity under the parity reections up to a gauge transformation. We have shown
that the Z
2
structure holds in this case too and corresponds to integer and half-
integer values of the Chern-Simons functional.
3 Compact 1-connected Lie groups







where G is a compact 1-connected Lie group. These maps correspond to purely
gauge behaviour of the gauge connections at innity.
Let H be any compact connected semisimple Lie group, i.e.
H = G=K; (3.1)
where K is a subgroup of the center Z(G) of G: Let us consider the associated
bration sequence
K ! G! H ! BK ! BG (3.2)
BK stands for the classifying space of K: For any pointed space S let [S;X] be the
set of pointed homotopy classes of maps of S into X: If X is a topological, or Lie
group, this set is a group.








is a group isomorphism.
Proof. Note that K = 
1
(H): The map H ! BK is a 3-connected H-map.
Therefore it induces a bijection
[S;H]! [S;BK] (3.4)











Corollary 2. Let G be any compact simply connected Lie group which has a
center with Z
2


























Thus we see that the space of the gauge eld congurations odd under the parity




We now want to extend such a classication to the maps from RP
3
into H:
Suppose that S is a 3-dimensional closed manifold. The functor [S; ] applied to
(3.2) yields an exact sequence
0! [S;G]! [S;H]! [S;BK]! 0 (3.8)











since the Postnikov bration BG ! K(H
3
(G); 4) which is a 5-connected H-map
induces a 4-connected H-map G! K(H
3
















H = G=K = PSpin(2n) = SO(2n)=Z
2
and we obtain the exact sequence










(b). With G = Spin(2n); n odd, and K = Z
4
;
H = G=K = PSpin(2n) = SO(2n)=Z
2
and we obtain the exact sequence









We now specialize to the case where S = RP
3
is the real projective sphere and
K = Z
2
is of order 2.












is a group isomorphism.
Proof. The Serre spectral sequence for the bration



















































































The upper line is eq.(3.9) with S = RP
3
and the bottom line is the result of




); ) to eq. (3.12). The two vertical maps
are group isomorphisms; use the Universal Coecient Theorem for the left one and
simply inspect the right one. Inspection also shows that the middle vertical map
is a group homomorphism. Now the 5-lemma [12] shows that the middle map is a
group isomorphism.

































The extension (3.12) shows that H
3
























) = Z (which is a special case of Lemma 4.), we conclude that

















! Z ! Z
2
! 0










This double covering corresponds exactly to the sets of integer and half integer
values of the Chern-Simons functional as it was described in the introduction.
The double covering homomorphismG! G=Z
2
























which implies that 
1





4 SU(2n)  U(1) and SO(2n) Lie groups
Let us now consider the case of G = SU(N)U(1) groups. Assume that Z
2
 G is
a central group of order 2. Form H = G=Z
2
: We are interested in [RP
2
;H]: There
are two cases: A and B:




! U(1) is trivial. Then Z
2
 SU(N);


























; Z) = 0:




! U(1) is nontrivial (i.e. that Z
2
6
SU(N)). In the diagram
10
Z2





the upper row is a bration sequence and the slanted arrow is essential (i.e. not null-
homotopic). Apply the functor [RP
2



















where the upper row is an exact sequence of sets and the vertical arrow is a bijection
for dimensional reasons. Here,
[RP
2




; U(1)] = 0 (4.3)
since [RP
2
; SU(N)] = 0 by Proposition 1 and also [RP
2













































Moreover, the slanted arrow is a bijection (this follows, for instance, by applying
[RP
2
; ] to the bration sequence U(1)! BZ
2








is a bijection. Hence [RP
2
;H] = 0 by exactness.
Thus we see that the presence of U(1) group does not aect the homotopy.
We now proceed to examine the case of SO(N) groups whose center is Z
2
, i.e.
N = 2n. The quotient group H = SO(2n)=Z
2
is the semi-spinor group PSO(2n):









































Let us discuss some physical aspects of the above classication. The nontriviality
of the above homotopy groups implies the existence of sphaleron type congurations
for the gauge theories with higher gauge groups. In particular we can see that there
is a sequence of sphalerons when we consider a grand unied theory (for example
with the SO(10) gauge group) broken down to U(1):
5 Conclusions
We rigorously proved the existence of a topological classication for odd-parity gauge
eld congurations in pure SU(2n)  U(1) and SO(2n) Yang-Mills theories. This
is an automatic consequence of the existence of cyclic homotopy groups of maps
from the 2-dim. and 3-dim. projective spheres into the respective Lie groups ap-
propriately modded out by Z
2
. This is a sucient condition for the existence of
a nontrivial Z
2
topological structure in the conguration space of a theory with
spontaneously broken SU(2)  U(1) gauge symmetry. Such a structure is charac-
terized by the already found electroweak sphaleron. More importantly it survives
in its absence too for the case of an unbroken gauge symmetry as it reects the
homotopic properties of the space of gauge eld congurations alone. In this sense
it points to the existence of static, nite energy and unstable 3-dim. congurations
in the symmetric high temperature phase of the standard electroweak theory which
are homotopically equivalent to the saddle point sphaleron conguration and have
CS = 1=2.
More generally as the Z
2
classication applies to SU(2n) and SO(2n) groups
as well as for the E
7
exceptional gauge group it identies automatically all the
gauge theories with a topologically nontrivial congurations spaces. Consequently
it indicates the existence of a hierarchy of saddle point sphaleron congurations
associated with higher gauge groups and symmetry breaking scales beyond the one
of the standard model such as in Grand Unied Gauge theories.
While the existence of such congurations would not necessarily imply that they
possess Baryon and Lepton violating properties the possibility for a nonperturbative
origin to baryon violation in such theories is amusing.
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A Appendix
Classication by maps of lens spaces




into the group P = PSU(3) = SU(3)=Z
3
(the adjoint form of SU(3)), where Z
3
is
a center of SU(3):






Before the proof, we recall some facts about the homology of these spaces. The





























SU(3)! P ! BZ
3
(A.3)












The spectral sequence shows that
H
2
(P ) = 0 (A.5)


























(P ) is either isomorphic to



































































) by the Universal Coecient









Proof of Theorem 1. Applying the functor [L; ] to bration eq. (A.3) and the
functor Hom(H
3
(L); ) to the exact sequence eq. (A.6) yields two exact sequences











































Connected by a homomorphism determined by the functor H
3
: The upper sequence
is exact since P ! BZ
3
is 3-connected so that [L;P ] ! [L;BZ
3
] is surjective.





Z: The left vertical homomorphism is
an isomorphism since L is a compact orientable 3-manifold. An inspection shows































Let us discuss the physical interpretation of the above conclusion. When we
consider the lens space L we restrict ourselves to the four dimensional gauge eld
congurations which are invarinat under Z
3
transformations up to gauge transfor-
mations. The above computed homotopy group implies that this subset of the gauge
eld congurations has a ne structure governed by the Z
3
group. That means that
this subset is splitted into three disconnected classes. On the other hand one could
think that this structure corresponds to a ne structure for the eective potential
for the gauge elds.
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